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Online Speech Dereverberation Using
Kalman Filter and EM Algorithm

Boaz Schwartz, Sharon Gannot, Senior Member, IEEE, and Emanuël A. P. Habets, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Speech signals recorded in a room are commonly de-
graded by reverberation. In most cases, both the speech signal and
the acoustic system of the room are unknown and time-varying.
In this paper, a scenario with a single desired sound source and
slowly time-varying and spatially-white noise is considered, and
a multi-microphone algorithm that simultaneously estimates
the clean speech signal and the time-varying acoustic system
is proposed. The recursive expectation-maximization scheme is
employed to obtain both the clean speech signal and the acoustic
system in an online manner. In the expectation step, the Kalman
filter is applied to extract a new sample of the clean signal, and in
the maximization step, the system estimate is updated according
to the output of the Kalman filter. Experimental results show that
the proposed method is able to significantly reduce reverberation
and increase the speech quality. Moreover, the tracking ability of
the algorithm was validated in practical scenarios using human
speakers moving in a natural manner.

Index Terms—Dereverberation, recursive parameter estimation,
recursive expectation-maximization, convolution in STFT .

I. INTRODUCTION

A N ACOUSTIC sound that propagates in an enclosure is
repeatedly reflected from the walls and other objects, this

phenomenon, usually referred to as reverberation, degrades
the speech quality and, in severe cases, the intelligibility. In
recent years, due to advances in understanding the phenomenon
and the availability of stronger computational resources, the
interest indereverberationincreasedandnumerousmethodswere
proposed.
Statistical room acoustics is widely used for dereverberation.

The exponential decay of the late reverberant power was math-
ematically formulated in [1], and then utilized to derive an es-
timator for the late reverberant spectral variance in [2]. The es-
timated spectral variance was then used to suppress late rever-
beration using a spectral subtraction algorithm. The method was
extended to the multi-microphone case in [3], and an improved
estimator for the late reverberant spectral variance taking into
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account the reverberation time and the direct-to-reverberation
ratio was proposed in [4].
Dereverberation utilizing multiple microphones and system

identification typically consists of two stages. Firstly, the
acoustic system is blindly estimated from the observed signals
(since the clean signal is unobservable) [5], [6]. Secondly, an
equalizer is calculated and applied to the observed signals to
obtain an estimate of the clean signal [7]–[9].
The problem of blind system identification (BSI) can be

cast as a deterministic parameter estimation problem and
hence solved using the maximum likelihood (ML) framework.
Deriving the ML estimator can be a cumbersome task, and
does not always result in a closed-form solution. The expec-
tation-maximization (EM) procedure is frequently utilized to
conveniently estimate the parameters that maximize the like-
lihood function. The EM procedure yields, as a byproduct, a
signal estimate, i.e. it jointly estimates the required parameters
and the desired signal.
In [10], an EM algorithm for dereverberation and noise re-

duction is presented. The room impulse response (RIR) is mod-
elled as an auto-regressive (AR) process in each frequency band.
In the E-step the Wiener filter, calculated by using the current
values of the parameters, is applied to estimate the clean speech
signal. In the M-step, the current estimated signal is used to
update the parameters. The method was extended in [11] to si-
multaneously dereverberate and separate multiple speakers. An-
other EM algorithm for dereverberation and source separation is
presented in [12], where the AR model is used only for the late
reverberant part, while a finite impulse response (FIR) model
is used for the early reflections. The E-step consists of linear
filtering followed by a multichannel Wiener filter, and in the
M-step, the acoustic system parameters are updated.
The Wiener filter can be replaced by the Kalman smoother

or approximated by the Kalman filter [13]. The Kalman filter
is also commonly utilized in speech processing problems [14],
most commonly within the EM framework. The first applica-
tion of Kalman filter to speech enhancement was proposed by
Paliwal and Basu [15], where prior knowledge of the clean
speech parameters was used. Gibson et al. presented a method
that concurrently estimates the speech signal and the required
parameters in [16]. Weinstein et al. [17] presented an algorithm
for multi-microphone speech enhancement. They represented
the signal model using linear dynamic state equations in the
time-domain, and applied the EM algorithm to estimate system
parameters. As the Kalman smoother is used in the E-step to
estimate the speech and noise signals from the mixed mea-
surements, and the RIR is updated in the M-step, we refer to
this method as the Kalman-EM (KEM) method. The noise
reduction capabilities of the KEM method were demonstrated
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in a simple two-microphone setup. In [18], the KEM scheme
was applied to a single-microphone speech enhancement in
the time-domain, where high-order statistics are considered to
obtain a robust initialization for the parameter estimation stage.
The Kalman filter and its extensions were also utilized in the

field of speech dereverberation. The authors have recently pre-
sented a KEM-based algorithm for dereverberation in [19]. In
the E-step, the Kalman smoother is applied to extract the clean
signal from the data utilizing the estimated parameters. In the
M-step, the parameters are updated according to the output of
the Kalman smoother. We refer to this algorithm as Kalman-EM
for dereverberation (KEMD). Each EM iteration uses the entire
measurement set, hence the KEMD is an iterative offline algo-
rithm. Significant dereverberation capabilities of the proposed
algorithm are demonstrated, while exhibiting only low speech
distortion.
Under the Bayesian framework, the RIR filters are treated as

stochastic processes. In [20], the E-step and the M-step objec-
tives switch roles, namely the (stochastic) channel is identified
in the E-step, and the (deterministic) clean speech in theM-step.
It was proposed in [21] to use the unscented Kalman filter [22]
to jointly estimate the RIR and the clean speech, where both are
treated as stochastic processes. The RIRs were modelled using
FIRs, and simulation results demonstrates the convergence of
the proposed method in a synthesized simple scenario with short
RIRs. In [23], the Kalman filter is used to estimate the clean
speech, and a particle filter is utilized to estimate the RIR of the
reverberant room.
In many practical applications, the positions of the speaker

and the microphones are dynamic, and the acoustic system is
consequently time-varying. In these scenarios, the aforemen-
tioned solutions based on the Wiener or Kalman smoother
cannot be straightforwardly applied. In order to enhance the
reverberated signal in such conditions, algorithms must be
able to update their parameters in an online fashion. To handle
dynamic scenarios under the probabilistic framework described
above, a recursive version of the EM procedure should be
used. A recursive version for the EM algorithm was first
formulated by Titterington [24], based on a Newton search
for the maximum of the likelihood function. The convergence
properties of Titterington’s algorithm are discussed in [25]
and a new recursive algorithm is proposed. It is shown that
both algorithms converge with probability one to a stationary
point of the likelihood function. An almost surely conver-
gence of the Titterington’s algorithm was proved by Wang
and Zhao in [26], based on the results of Delyon [27]. Recur-
sive algorithms based on the KEM scheme were proposed in
[17], [18]. The convergence properties of the recursive KEM
approach were demonstrated in [17] for a two-microphone
speech enhancement task. An extensive experimental study
for the single-microphone KEM and its recursive version was
given in [18]. Recursive EM variants were also proposed in
[28], with an application to multiple target tracking. The first
variant is a Newton-based search, that is closely related to
Titterington’s algorithm, while the second is a KEM-based
algorithm adapted to the specific model. Another algorithm
is proposed in [28], where the parameter vector trajectory is
modelled as an hidden Markov model (HMM) process, and a
corresponding EM-HMM algorithm for parameter estimation

is derived. A different online EM algorithm was proposed by
Cappé and Moulines in [29]. A convergence proof under certain
regularity conditions is also provided. In [30], the convergence
speed of the batch EM algorithm and of three online variants
is compared for various estimation tasks. The results show a
better convergence speed of the online algorithms, and even an
improved estimation accuracy in several cases. Titterington’s
and Cappé and Moulines’ schemes were used for the multiple
speaker tracking problem in [31], in which also a constrained
version for Titterington’s algorithm was proposed. To the best
of our knowledge, no recursive EM (REM) algorithm for
dereverberation has been reported in the literature.
To enable online dereverberation of a single speaker, we

propose in this contribution a KEM-based algorithm in the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) domain. We show that this
specific version of the KEM scheme can be defined as an REM
algorithm and therefore possess the convergence properties
proven in [29]. The acoustic system is modelled as an FIR in
the STFT domain, and state-space equations are presented. In
the E-step, a new sample of the speech signal is estimated by
the Kalman filter, and in the M-step, the acoustical parameters
are updated. The instantaneous power of the clean speech is
predicted by a spectral enhancement (SE)-based method that
utilizes the estimated parameters. This prediction is used in
conjugation with the Kalman filter to estimate the clean speech
signal. In this work, we assume a, possibly moving, desired
sound source, and slowly time-varying and spatially-white
noise.
This paper is organized as follows. A statistical model and

an optimization criterion are given in Section II. Section III is
dedicated to a brief summary of our previously proposed itera-
tive-batch algorithm for dereverberation, KEMD. In Section IV,
the proposed method is derived. Some practical considerations
are given in Section V. An extensive experimental study using
speech recorded in our lab (either reproduced by loudspeakers
or uttered by human speakers) for both static and dynamic sce-
narios is presented in Section VI. Conclusions are drawn in
Section VII.

II. STATISTICAL MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION CRITERION

A. Statistical Model

Let be a clean speech signal in the time-domain. The
noisy and reverberant speech signal received by the th micro-
phone is given by

(1)

where are the coefficients of the,
possibly time-varying, RIR relating the speaker and the th mi-
crophone, and is an additive noise at microphone . In the
STFT domain, denotes the clean speech in time-frame
and frequency-bin . Given the variance of the speech signal

, the speech signal samples can be modelled as indepen-
dent complex-Gaussian random variables [32]:

(2)
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In the STFT domain, the RIR can be approximately modelled by
a convolutive transfer function (CTF) [33]. This approximation
was successfully used for dereverberation in [4], and for relative
transfer function (RTF) estimation in reverberant environments
in [34]. Using this model, (1) can be expressed in the STFT
domain as

(3)

Since the delay between the source and the microphones is un-
known, we assume, without the loss of generality, that are
causal and of finite length. Typically, is much shorter than
in (1).
We further assume that are complex-Gaussian

random variables:

(4)

In addition, we assume that the noise is uncorrelated in all chan-
nels, i.e., for .

B. State-Space Representation
Eq. (3) can be expressed in a vector form as

(5)

where

(6)
(7)

and is the transpose operator. The multi-microphone state-
space equations are given by (when appropriate, the frequency
index is henceforth omitted for brevity):

(8)

where the innovation process is given by

the measurement and noise vectors are

and is the number of microphones. The process and measure-
ment matrices are, respectively, equal to

...
. . . . . .

...
. . . . . .

...
. . .

Note that unlike the time-domain state-space representation
in [17], [18], here the process is not modelled as an AR signal,
as evident from the absence of regression parameters in . In

the model presented previously, we assumed no statistical de-
pendency of adjacent time-frames of , given the variance of
speech signal . For this assumption to hold, it is required
that the overlap between STFT frames is sufficiently small, as
discussed in Section VI.
Finally, the second-order statistics matrices of the innovation

noise and the measurement noise processes are defined as:

...
. . .

...

...
. . .

...

where is the complex conjugate operator, and the matrix
is diagonal since the noise is assumed uncorrelated between

the channels.

C. Optimization Criterion
Let be a set of measurements

where are the microphone indices,
are time indices in the STFT domain, and
are the frequency indices. Our goal is to estimate

the clean speech signal

(9)

given the measurements set . For the solution of this derever-
beration task we adopt the ML approach and estimate the fol-
lowing acoustic parameters:

(10a)
(10b)
(10c)
(10d)

Since the spectral coefficients of the clean speech in (9) are
unobservable, the ML estimator of (10a)–(10d) can be obtained
from the given measurements by defining as a latent data set,
and by applying the EM algorithm.
The statistical model in Section II-A assumes that adjacent

time frames of speech and noise are statistically independent,
and that noise and speech signals are uncorrelated. Therefore,
the log-likelihood of the complete data is:

(11)

where is a constant value independent of the parameters.
Note that the first summation term is the log-likelihood of clean
speech signal, and the second summation term is related to the
noise signal.
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III. ITERATIVE EM ALGORITHM

In this section we briefly summarize the iterative KEMD al-
gorithm proposed in [19], that is based on the EM algorithm
proposed by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin [35]. In the derivation
of the KEMD, both the acoustic systems and the noise were as-
sumed to be time-invariant.
The EM consists of two steps, repeated iteratively until con-

vergence. In the E-step of the -th iteration, the auxiliary func-
tion

(12)

is calculated using the entire data set and the latest parameter
estimate . In the M-step, the parameters are re-estimated
by maximizing the auxiliary function, i.e.,

(13)

By iteratively repeating the E- and M-steps, the convergence of
to a local maximum of the likelihood function is guaran-

teed.
Applying the EM scheme to the likelihood function in (11)

yields the following auxiliary function [19]:

(14)

where is the real part, is the (scalar) complex conju-
gate, and

(15a)

(15b)

(15c)

As in [17], [18], the Kalman smoother was used in [19] to obtain
the first- and second-order statistics depicted in (15a)–(15b). In
the M-step, the updated parameters were calculated according
to

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

where we have defined:

It was shown in [19] that the KEMD algorithm is able to
significantly dereverberate the input signal without distorting
the speech signal. However, the KEMD algorithm is an iterative
algorithm and is not suitable for online applications. Moreover,
in the iterative scheme it is assumed that the RIRs are time-in-
variant, rendering this method inappropriate for scenarios
where the speaker and/or the microphones are moving. The
newly proposed recursive algorithm described in Section IV is
extending the KEMD algorithm to online applications and
dynamic scenarios.

IV. RECURSIVE EM ALGORITHM

We now derive a recursive version for the KEMD algorithm,
where the Kalman smoother is substituted by the Kalman filter
in the E-step, and the acoustic system is updated utilizing the
recursive M-step proposed by Cappé and Moulines [29]. The
algorithm is nicknamed recursive Kalman-EM for dereverbera-
tion (RKEMD), and it is summarized in Fig. 1. As opposed to
the KEMD, we now use the more general time-varying signal
model in (3) and (4). The REM scheme for the problem at hand
is described in Section IV-A, the E- and M-steps are detailed in
Section IV-B and Section IV-C, respectively, and the variance
estimator of the clean speech signal is given in Section IV-D.

A. Recursive EM Scheme
Applying the REM scheme presented in [29] to the problem

at hand, the auxiliary function (14) is replaced by a recursive
one:

(17)

where

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

are the first- and second-order statistics of the clean speech
signal and is the set of available measurements
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Kalman Filtering.

Predict:

Update:

A detailed derivation of (17) and (18) is available in Appendix
8. In the M-step, the updated parameters are obtained,
similarly to (13), by the maximization:

(19)

The convergence of the REM algorithm is proven in [29]
under the assumption that the likelihood function is a member
of the exponential distribution family. This condition is verified
in Appendix 9 for the statistical model defined in Section II.
Note that the convergence properties of the EM and REM algo-
rithms are essentially different. The series of the EM estimators

converges to a local maximum of the ML function defined
by the observed data. Conversely, the series of REM estimators

converges to a stationary point of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the actual probability distribution function
(PDF) of the measurements and the parametric PDF that incor-
porates the estimated parameters .

B. E-Step: Kalman Filter
In the E-step, the auxiliary function (17) should be calculated,

for which an estimate of the first- and second-order statistics of
the clean speech signal (18) is required. TheKalman filter is pro-

viding both a recursive minimum mean square error (MMSE)
estimator of the first-order statistics of the clean signal and the
respective error covariancematrix, fromwhich the second-order
statistics of the clean signal can be easily calculated, as shown
below. Due to its recursive nature and its optimality, the Kalman
filter constitutes the E-step of the REM algorithm described in
Section IV-A. The Kalman filtering equations are summarized
in Algorithm 1.
The outcome of the Kalman filter is the state-vector estimator,
, which is the required first-order statistics estimator (18a),

and the respective estimation covariance matrices, namely .
For the M-step described in Section IV-C, an instantaneous es-
timate of the second-order statistics is obtained by [18]:

(20)

Note that each of the elements of the state-vector corre-
sponds to a different frame of the estimated speech signal (see
(7)). A fixed-lag Kalman smoother [18] can be obtained by se-
lecting one of the delayed elements as the algorithm output. Se-
lecting the first element, , will most likely yield
a more accurate solution than selecting the last one, , but
will result in a latency of few frames. In the experimental study
in Section VI, we preferred the accuracy and sacrificed the la-
tency of the algorithm.

C. M-Step: Acoustical System Estimation
In the M-step, defined in (19), the maximization of (17) with

respect to (w.r.t.) and results in:

(21)

(22)

where we define the accumulation of the instantaneous second-
order statistics as:

.

D. Recursive Estimation of Speech Variance
Unlike and , the speech variance cannot be as-

sumed slowly time-varying. Unfortunately, the REM scheme
described in Section IV-A is inappropriate for estimating ,
which can be shown by repeating the derivations of the M-step
for estimating of the clean speech variance. Writing only the
components of (24) involving yields:

(23)
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Now, taking into account the time-variations of , and ac-
cording to (19), the derivative of w.r.t.
equals zero. Hence, cannot be resolved. In contrast,
in the iterative algorithm (Section III) that uses the entire time
segment, calculating the derivative of (14) w.r.t. does not
vanish .
Since cannot be determined by the REM procedure,

we propose a different solution. Given the clean signal and the
statistical model in (2), the ML estimator of simplifies
to the periodogram, i.e. . Since is unob-
servable, we estimate using as in (16a).
A suitable variance estimator of the clean speech component at
channel , i.e. , can be obtained by using the method pre-
sented in [36], utilizing the instantaneous power at the respec-
tive microphone,

(24)

where is a variance estimator of the early speech
component . The estimator is given by

(25)

where the a priori signal to interference ratio (SIR), the a poste-
riori SIR, and are, respectively, defined as:

The calculation of the gain function (25) requires an estimate
of the a priori SIR , the reverberation variance ,
and the noise variance for each channel. In this work, the
a priori SIR is obtained using the decision-directed approach
[37]:

(26)

where is a smoothing factor, and is a predefined min-
imum SIR. The spectral variances can now be computed using
the estimates derived in Sections IV-B and IV-C.
The reverberation variance can be estimated in two

steps. In the first step, we use the acoustical system estimator
at frame (21) and the output of the prediction stage of the
second-order statistics to estimate the instantaneous power of
the reverberation component denoted by :

(27)

where

(28)
Here, it should be stressed that the first coefficient of is
excluded from the calculation of by the definition of .
As a consequence, only the reverberant tail is taken into account.
In the second step, the variance is computed from

by time smoothing and by spatial averaging, assuming that the
reverberant field is slowly time-varying and homogeneous:

(29)

with .
Finally, the spectral variance is obtained by averaging

the individual channel estimates, i.e.,

(30)

The reverberant model in (5) suffers from an inherent gain
ambiguity problem, which is evident from the following equa-
tion:

where is an arbitrary frequency-dependent gain. Since the
algorithm is independently applied to each frequency bin, this
can result in undesired fluctuations in the spectral envelope of
the output speech signal. In order to mitigate this problem, we
substitute in (24).
The entire procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Kalman-EM for Dereverberation summary.

for to T do
1) Calculate , , and for all .
2) Estimate the variance of speech .
3) Execute one step of Kalman filtering to get and

the respective estimation error .
4) Update the accumulated second-order statistics: ,

, and .
5) Re-estimate the acoustic parameters: and

.
end

V. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Gain Control
Due to estimation errors of the RIRs, some frequency bands

may suffer from unnatural attenuation or amplification. As a
practical cure to this problem, we constrained the power profile
of the system output to match the respective averaged power at
a reference input microphone. The output of the algorithm with
gain normalization, , is finally given by:

where

(31)

and is a smoothing factor. To save memory
resources, the numerator and denominator in (31) are calcu-
lated recursively. Application of this procedure guarantees the
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preservation of the average spectral profile of the input signal
without affecting the convergence of the algorithm. In the cur-
rent paper, we focus on dereverberation in a relatively low noise
scenarios, hence the contribution of the noise component to

can be ignored in the normalization procedure. In
higher-noise scenarios, the noise variance should be subtracted
from .

B. Minimum Noise Variance
In high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scenarios, estimation er-

rors might result in a negative noise variance estimate in (22). To
avoid this negative estimate, the constraints can be
incorporated in the optimization, where denotes the lower
bound on the noise variances. Following [38], we obtain the
auxiliary function for the constrained problem by adding La-
grange multipliers with slack variables to (17):

(32)

where is independent of all . Calculating the derivatives
w.r.t. and , and setting the result to zero, we conclude that
either or equals to zero, for every . If is
zero, (41) reduces to the unconstrained maximization problem
w.r.t . If is zero we get . Therefore, the con-
strained solution is obtained by adding a lower bound to the un-
constrained solution given by (22):

(33)

In the experimental study described in Section VI, the lower
bound was set to a fraction, determined by dB, of
the smoothed value of the spatial average of the instantaneous
power of each of the microphones:

where is a smoothing factor.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The RKEMD algorithm was evaluated in both static and dy-

namic scenarios. Experiments were conducted in the Speech &
Acoustic Lab of the Faculty of Engineering at Bar-Ilan Univer-
sity, with controllable reverberation time. The room dimensions
are m .
The STFT analysis window for both scenarios was set to a

32 ms Hamming window, with 50% overlap. Higher percentage
of overlap will result in a significant dependency between adja-
cent frames, rendering the statistical model of Section II-A in-
accurate, and hence leading to performance degradation. The
system length should be chosen in accordance with the sam-
pling rate, the length of the RIR in the time-domain, the anal-
ysis window length, and the overlap between successive frames.

TABLE I
VALUES OF VARIOUS ALGORITHM PARAMETERS

For the values tested in Section VI-A and IV-B, should
be chosen between 30 and 60 frames. However, we have found
that when increases, the estimation error increases as well,
and test results show that choosing to be lower than the ac-
tual systems length may improve the performance, in addition
to the reduction in the computational load. Therefore, was
set to 20 frames. The code was implemented in MATLAB, and
the processing was performed on an Intel Core i7-3770 CPU at
3.4 GHz with four cores, and using 8 GB of RAM. Since the al-
gorithm processes each frequency band independently, the fre-
quency bands were processed in parallel using eight threads to
reduce the processing time. It required 4.88 seconds of compu-
tation to process 10 seconds of four-channel signal sampled at
16 kHz.
Some of the parameters defined in previous sections should

be determined in advance, and the values chosen for this exper-
imental study are depicted in Table I. These parameters were
identical for both static and dynamic experiments.

A. Experiments Using Loudspeakers
For the static scenario, three different reverberation times

( ) were tested: 480, 630, and 940 ms. For each value,
the room was adjusted to the required reverberation level,
which was verified by the calculation of energy decay curve
(EDCs) that were extracted from several RIR measurements.
Different speech signals related to eight different speakers from
the TIMIT database were played from one of six positions in
the room using Fostex 6301B loudspeakers. The reverberant
signal was captured by a linear array with four AKG CK32
omni-directional microphones. For performance evaluation, a
reference signal was also measured at a distance of 5 cm from
the active loudspeaker. The sources were positioned at 150 cm
height. The setup is depicted in Fig. 2.
Eight different clean speech signals were recorded from each

position and for each reverberation time. Each signal is 60 s
long and belongs to a different human speaker. The total number
of experiments therefore equals 144, comprising 2 hours and
24 minutes of reverberant speech.
We used three objective measures to evaluate the per-

formance of the proposed algorithm, namely the speech to
reverberation modulation energy ratio (SRMR) [39], the
log-spectral distance (LSD) and the frequency-weighted signal
to interference ratio (WSIR) [40]. The LSD between and

in frame is defined as

(34)
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Fig. 2. Lab and microphone array setup in the static experiment.

TABLE II
AVERAGE OBJECTIVE MEASURES IN THE NOISELESS CASE, ACCORDING

TO THE REVERBERATION TIME IN THE ROOM. THE NOISY
AND REVERBERANT (INPUT) THE RKEMD RESULT (OUTPUT)

AND THE IMPROVEMENT ARE DISPLAYED

where the minimum value is calculated as

and is set to the desired dynamic range, which was chosen
to be dB. The interference component in theWSIR is defined
as the reverberation plus noise, and the measure is calculated as
in [41]:

K
W k

w
(35)

where is the clean speech signal split into bands in ac-
cordance with the human auditory system. The evaluated sig-
nals , were obtained from the noisy-
reverberant and the estimated signals in a same procedure. The
weighting factors W are determined from the clean signal

W

While a reduction in reverberation is indicated by a higher
SRMR value, better speech estimates would be indicated by
lower log-spectral distance (LSD) and higher WSIR values.
The LSD, WSIR, and SRMR average results for the noiseless

TABLE III
IMPROVEMENT VERSUS DRR VALUES IN THE NOISELESS CASE. THE

RECORDINGS FROM THE DIFFERENT VALUES AND DIFFERENT SOURCE
POSITIONS WERE CLASSIFIED TO FOUR GROUPS, ACCORDING TO THE DRR

VALUES. THE AVERAGE RESULTS FOR EACH GROUP ARE DISPLAYED.

case are summarized in Table II. The direct-to-reverberant ratio
(DRR) is an important measure to the quality of a reverberant
signal, and is defined as follows:

(36)

where is the number of coefficients in time domain domi-
nated by the direct path. In all our experiments was set to
120 coefficients.
The setup depicted in Fig. 2 is comprised of various

source-microphone distances, and hence different DRR values
for each reverberation time. For each of the loudspeaker posi-
tions and for every reverberation time, the RIRs were measured,
and the DRR values were calculated. The experiments were
segmented according to their input DRR values. The average
results per segment are displayed in Table III. As expected,
the values of the SRMR and the WSIR at the input decrease
for lower DRR values, while the input LSD increases. For all
the tested DRR values, and for all the calculated measures, the
algorithm achieves approximately the same improvement.
We also investigated the influence of the number of micro-

phones on the algorithm performance. For that, eight micro-
phone signals were recorded, 4 of which were used in the above
experiments as depicted in Fig. 2. To evaluate the performance
of the algorithm with different number of inputs, we used 8, 4,
2 and 1 microphone signals from the database. The objective
measures for this comparison are displayed in Figure Fig. 3.
While only marginal change in objective measures is demon-
strated, informal listening tests indicate a significant decrease
in musical noise when more microphones are used. When eight
microphone are used the musical noise is hardly noticeable1.
We compared the RKEMD algorithm with the KEMD algo-

rithm [19], and a multichannel spectral enhancement (MCSE)
algorithm for dereverberation [42]. TheMCSE comprises a non-
linear spatial processor, followed by a single-channel spectral
enhancement algorithm. The spatial processor first aligns the

1Signals available at http://www.eng.biu.ac.il/gannot/speech-enhancement.
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Fig. 3. Objective measures for different number of microphones in the noise-
less case.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SUGGESTED METHOD AND THE
ALGORITHMS PRESENTED IN [19] AND [42]. THESE ARE THE

RESULTS FOR EVERY DRR RANGE OBTAINED BY PROCESSING THE
ENTIRE STATIC DATABASE WITHOUT ADDITIONAL NOISE

observed signals according to the direction of arrival (DOA) of
the direct arrival. Then, the averaged instantaneous power of the
aligned signal is computed according to:

(37)

where , and denotes the time difference of arrival
(TDOA) of the desired source signal between the -th and the
first microphone. The phase is extracted from the average of the
aligned signals:

(38)

Finally, the output of the spatial processor is given by
. Now, a single-channel spectral enhancement

algorithm, based on a statistical model for the reverberation is
applied. A comparison is presented in Table IV.

Fig. 4. Sonograms and waveforms for signal played from loudspeaker #1,
ms and RSNR of 5 dB. (a) Clean signal (b) Noisy and reverberant

signal at the first microphone. (c) Output signal ( ).

It is clear from Table IV that the RKEMD algorithm achieves
a better performance than the MCSE and KEMD algorithms.
While the MCSE makes use of the decision-directed spectral
enhancement scheme, and the KEMD makes use of the linear
Kalman filtering, the RKEMD comprises both spectral enhance-
ment and Kalman filtering and hence obtains better results.
The enhanced performance of the RKEMDalgorithmwith re-

spect to the KEMDalgorithm can be attributed to the advantages
of the REM scheme over the EM scheme, as was reported also
in [30]. To verify this hypothesis, we compared the precision of
the iterative-EM and the recursive-EM estimators of , using
synthesized signals. The results showed that the REM estimator
of , which by definition uses the data set only once, had the
same precision as the EM estimator obtained by numerous iter-
ations. It may be suggested that these results are a consequence
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Fig. 5. Average objective measures as a function of the RSNR input level.

Fig. 6. Lab and microphone array setup used for the dynamic reverberant data-
base. In the first type of experiments, subjects were requested to walk from
one position to another, where in the second type, only minor movements were
involved.

of the large number of parameter updates (M-steps) in the re-
cursive scheme, as compared with the iterative scheme.
The proposed algorithm exhibits noise reduction capabilities

as well. To evaluate the performance of both dereverberation
and noise reduction, we added sensors noise to the measure-
ments in several different levels. The sensor noise was generated
independently for each channel using a first-order AR process,
and as a consequence was uncorrelated between the channels, as
assumed in Section II-A. The reverberated-signal to noise ratio
(RSNR) is defined as the ratio of noise-free reverberant signal
power and the additive noise power:

(39)

Note that the average RSNR of the loudspeaker recordings is
40 dB, due to sensors noise. Sonograms for the clean, noisy-re-
verberant, and output signals, obtained using micro-
phones, are depicted at Fig. 4, and the average measures for dif-
ferent RSNR values are depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Sonograms, waveforms, and median smoothed WSIR values for a
moving speaker, ms. The speaker was first standing at point 2
(0-1.5 sec), then started walking to point 3 (1.5-8 sec). (a) Reverberant input
signal (b) RKEMD output signal (c) WSIR values of the reverberant and
RKEMD output signals.

B. Experiments Using Human Speakers
The major attribute of the online EM algorithm is its ability to

track time-varying parameters. This ability is crucial in the prac-
tical case of dynamic scenario where the RIRs are time-varying.
To demonstrate the algorithm’s tracking ability, we recorded a
reverberant dynamic speech database. Subjects were requested
to read an article from the New-York Times while moving in
the room according to predefined instructions. The room and
the microphone array for this experiment are depicted in Fig. 6.
The height of the array in this experiment was 130 cm, and the
reverberation time was set to ms. Since the power of
natural voice is lower than the power of the loudspeakers, the
RSNR in the dynamic scenario is only 20 dB.
Two types of experiments were conducted. The first type in-

volved speaking in different locations in the room, and walking
naturally between them. For example - speaking a few sentences
sitting in chair 1, another sentence while walking to point 2, and
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TABLE V
RKEMD PERFORMANCE IN THE HUMAN SPEAKERS SCENARIO

some other sentences standing in point 2. The second type con-
sists of only slight movements - head turning, sitting down and
standing up. For example - speaking one paragraph facing the
microphone array, then turning the head to the opposite direc-
tion and speaking another paragraph. We stress that unlike the
static scenario involving loudspeakers, in the dynamic scenario
the sentences were uttered by human speakers that were not ab-
solutely static even if requested to stand or sit in a single posi-
tion, due to inevitable natural behavior. Four different dynamic
experiments were defined and each was conducted with four na-
tive English speakers (two female and twomale speakers), while
every experiment lasted about 3 minutes. The total length of the
database is hence 48 minutes of natural speaking speech.
The performance in the human speakers scenario was evalu-

ated by splitting each experiment to the static parts, where the
subjects were standing or sitting, and the dynamic parts, where
the subjects were moving. Average results for both parts are de-
picted in Table V A significant improvement is obtained in both
parts, where, as expected, better performance is achieved in the
static parts. It can be seen that the performance in the static parts
of the human speakers scenario (Table V) is inferior to the per-
formance in the loudspeakers recordings (Table II). The lower
scores can be explained by the inevitable movements of natural
speakers even in the static parts. Sonograms, waveforms, and
the frame-wise WSIR values are depicted in Fig. 7, where the
robustness of the algorithm to natural movements is depicted. A
median filter with 15 frames was applied to smooth the WSIR
estimate (35) for both the reverberant and output signals.
Informal listening tests revealed a significant dereverbera-

tion and improvement of the sound quality by the proposed
algorithm. Some quality degradation was noticeable when the
speaker was walking from one point to another (first type of ex-
periments), with fast recovery of the algorithm after the speaker
arrived to its destination. In the second type of experiments (in-
volving only minor movements), almost no degradation is per-
ceived during movements.

VII. CONCLUSION
A recursive EM algorithm for speech dereverberation was

presented, where the acoustic parameters and the enhanced
signal are estimated simultaneously in an online manner. We
assumed a, possibly moving, single desired sound source,
and slowly time-varying and spatially-white noise. For the
considered scenarios with an RSNR between 5 and 40 dB and
reverberation times between 0.48 and 0.94 s, the proposed

algorithm was able to improve the WSIR by up to 5 dB and the
SRMR by up to 3. For these scenarios, the proposed RKEMD
algorithm provided similar or better results compared with the
previously proposed KEMD algorithm that is not suitable for
online processing and not able to handle time-varying acoustic
systems and noise. Finally, similar performance was obtained
by the RKEMD algorithm in terms of SRMR, WSIR and LSD
using both a static and dynamic sound source positions.
The proposed method can be viewed as a recursive exten-

sion of [19] with an improved speech variance estimator. How-
ever, the recursive EM algorithm outperforms the accuracy of
the iterative EM without the need to process the same data more
than once. These results are in agreement with the conclusions
in [30], in which the iterative and recursive EM approaches are
compared.

APPENDIX A
ONLINE EM ALGORITHM

The REM scheme defined in [29] is an online version of the
original EM [35], and has a similar structure. Following the no-
tation in Section II, the E-step of the online algorithm is

(40)

where is the parameter estimation at time , and
is a smoothing factor. As compared to (12), where the entire

data set was used, only the latest observation is used in
(40). In the M-step, the updated parameters are ob-
tained, similarly to (13), by the maximization:

(41)

In order to develop a solution to the problem formulated in
Section II, we define

(42)

and for a constant smoothing factor , such that the
recursion in (40) can be written as:

(43)

Note that the expectation in (40) is only taking the last mea-
surement into account, while in (42) the expectation takes
into account all the previous measurements . Although, ap-
parently different, it can be straightforwardly shown that all
derivations leading to the proof of convergence of Cappè and
Moulines REM procedure [42] are still valid also for (42). The
proof of this claim is beyond the scope of this contribution.
The complete log-likelihood function (11) is separable in ,

i.e.,

(44)
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where

(45)

Substituting (45) and (42), in the recursive auxiliary function
(43), the recursive auxiliary function (17) is obtained.

APPENDIX B
CONDITIONS FOR THE CONVERGENCE OF

THE ONLINE EM ALGORITHM

The convergence properties of the REM algorithm proved
in [29] requires a few assumptions regarding to the statistical
model of the complete data. The primary requirement is that
the complete data likelihood function will be of the exponential
family:

(46)

The likelihood function in (45) can be written in the required
form by defining:

(47)

(48)

(49)

and . Finally, the structure in (55) is obtained
by defining and using the concatenation

and , respectively.
The regularity conditions mentioned in [29] require that (46)

is twice continuously differentiable w.r.t. , and have a single
global maximum that is obtained by a continuously differen-
tiable function of the sufficient statistic. These requirements are
satisfied as can be seen in the derivation of (21). Another re-
quirement is related to the sufficient statistics (49), and assumes
its expected value is bounded. This assumption is also satisfied,
since (49) is a combination of Gaussian random variables with
final variances.
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